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Product Range
Products: Steel profiles/ Architectural steel for Window, Door and façade
Properties include Acoustic performance, Thermal conductivity and Fire rated
Swiss Quality profiles directly supplied from Europe to South Africa/Africa to local fabricators in Africa. These
fabricators are accredited to adhere to Jansen quality, durability, and safety.
The accreditation program is designed to ensure that the local fabricators are committed to delivering the best quality.
Certification is based on confirmation that the metalworkers have completed the online and practical training 

www.m2gjansen.com

About Jansen by M2g
Jansen is a 100 year-old company based in Switzerland and is active throughout the world. Jansen products are held in
high regard wherever the focus is on quality, design, and functionality. A considerable contribution to this success is
made by our international network of more than 25 reliable sales partners, who, together with Jansen, make great efforts
to deliver highly efficient customer solutions every time.
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How do you use Leads 2 Business?
We joined L2B in 2022 and we use it to monitor tenders and reach a wider range of professionals. L2B has proven to be a
valuable part on our view on staying up to date with new and existing developments.

Recent Awards
Jansen AG has won multiple international rewards. Jansen by M2g has been implemented in South Africa for 3 years.

Favorite thing about construction industry
We love the detailing. Detail in construction is one of the most important aspects for a successful outcome. The more
complex the project, the more planning in detail will be required. A well-planned project maximizes efficiency, adds more
to the properties chosen and provides a step-by-step roadmap completing the work on schedule and within the given
budget.

Something to think about:
To achieve the classic slim black steel look with modern performance and quality.
 To save costs on heating and cooling by using thermally insulated systems.
 To achieve Iconic super-sized entrance doors with leaf sizes up to 6,000×3,000mm.
 To retain an elegant slim glazed design with class leading security against burglaries.
 To realize ballistic (blast or bullet) resistant doors that are fully glazed.
 To realize fire resistant glazed doors that protect your family and your business in the event of a fire.
 To replace heritage steel doors and windows with the same aesthetic as modern performance.

Why specify Jansen steel for doors, windows, and facades?
We are here for your safety, health, and security with proven results!

Shaun Jacobs
Design Officer
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